UNI Concert Band Auditions - Saxophone - Fall 2022

There are 4 excerpts. Two are required and two are optional.

**REQUIRED**
91- ALL
Ibert, *Concertino da Camera II.*, beginning to square 26

**OPTIONAL**
Desenclos, *Prelude, Cadence, et Finale*:
Cadence - beginning through the end of line 4
Finale - all as pictured (do not play piano cues)
Optional - Desenclos, Prelude, Cadence, et Finale

CADENCE

\[\text{Singers quietly}\]

\(p\)  \(\text{ad lib.}\)

\(\text{Lowe}\)

\(f\)

\(Lsk3+c\)

\(\text{rit. molto}\)